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ABSTRACT

By using global energy arid pressure balance applied to a shock mod^

it is shown that for a piston-driven .fast compression, the nmxiinum

compression ratio is not dependent on the absolute magnitude of the piston,

power, but rather on the power pulse shape. Specific cases are considered

and a maximi-m density compression ratio of 27 is obtained for a square-

pulse power compressing n. spherical pellet with specific heat ratio of

5/3. Double pulsing enhances the density compression ratio to 1750 in

the case of linearly rising compression pulses. Using this method further

enhancement by multiple pulsing becomes obvious.
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I, INTRODUCTION

It has been shown [1] froa simple energy and pressure considerations

that in a fast magnetic pinch-type compression the minimum pinch radv" ratio

does not depend on the absolute magnitude of the compressing m'-î netic field

power, but only on its time variation. Thus in practical cases the large

density compression ratios required to satisfy the concept of a fast pinch

reactor [2] cannot be achieved in a single sagnetic compression. To enhance

the density ratio a current-stepping technique [3] which essentially uses a

carefully tailored double compression has been suggested as a possible prelude

to further enhancement due to radiation cooling.

For laser driven compressions detailed analysis also indicates that

the pellet compression required to achieve appreciable fusion yield In

laboratory experiments Is not possible with a single spherical shock [It],

This is because of the ranall size of pellets in a practical controlled

experiment. For a solid target pellet of the size

say 10 cm in diameter, radiation-driven compression of the solid target

pellet to slightly above normal solid density Is sufficient. However, even

a simple consideration of the scaling of the density containment factor nr

readily demonstrates that for a controlled fusion solid target, necessarily

small, say of the order of 100u. in. diameter, a density compression of

10,000-fold solid density is required to fulfill the Lavson criterion. Since

it has been demonstrated on the basis of shock computations that a single

shock cannot produce the required compression, it has been suggested in the

literature [It] that a specified laser pulse be used, so tailored that a

sequence of non-overtaking shocks of increasing strength be generated to

coalese near the centre of the pellet. After reflection from the centre the

coalesced shock will cause a sudden rise In density and temperature sufficient

for a successful thermonuclear burn to propagate outwards at supersonic speed.

However, it is not clear what laser pulse shape is required to produce the

necessary sequence of non-overtaking veak shocks, although specific laser

pulse shapes required for isentropic compressions have been discussed [5].

In this paper, the concept of limiting density ratios is re-examined

in a simplified general manner without the necessity of going into detailed

structure consideration. Using only global energy and pressure consideration,,

applied to a shock model, limiting compression ratios are obtained for some

typical piston power pulse shapes. A double pulse technique Is then suggested

and the enhanced compression ratios are computed. Using this method, the
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1. ''hock yave pic ture

Consider a sol id spherical p e l l e t i r rad ia ted uniformly by intense

radiat ion as i l l u s t r a t e d in F i g . l . The radia t ion power R(ja ) has

associated with i t radiat ion in tens i ty I = R(Hirr ) (Js m~ ) and radia t ion

pressure PR = I/c = 3.3 x 10~
9 R/(lwr2)

light.

-2
) where o is the speed of

Assume that the radiation pressure is fully effective on the surface

of the pellet ana continues to be fully coupled for the period of the

radiation pulse. The radiation pressure will then press on the surface of

the pellet like a spherical piston and will maintain this piston-like

behaviour as the pellet undergoes compression. This assumption is consistent

with the estimation of limit ing compression ratios as any deviation from

piston behaviour of the radiation-pellet front (for example the pellet

surface "becoming transparent to the radiation) will result in a lesser

value of the gross compression. Assume that the radiation pressure is

sufficient to cause the radiation piston to implode supersonically {but non-

relativistically). Then a shock front uill propagate ahead of the piston;

the shock front "being the transition region between ambient pellet condition

and piston compressed condition. The situation is shown in Fig.2a where both

the imploding piston and the converging (forward) shock front are moving

inwards.

One property of the shook front converging into the ambient material

is that the conservation equations across it require that the shocked plasma

behind it ,be also moving radially inwards. Shis requires that vhen the

forward spherical shock has converged onto the centre a reflected radially

diverging shock front must propagate, behind which the doubly shocked plasma

is, on the average across the central sphere, stationary.

One property of the imploding piston is that it is subsonic relative

to the plasma heated and compressed by the forward shock driven by the piston.

Thus it is a reasonable assumption that the pressure in the region between
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between the piston -uil the reflected shock, also labelled region B in Fig,2b.

The reflected shock region (labelled region G in Fig.9b) is a region of both

increased density and temperature relative to region B. Hence region C has

a higher pressure than region 3. We assign a factor f ^ to denote the

pressure-jump factor across the reflected shock. Thus when the reflected

shock hits the radiation piston, the doubly-shocked inner sphere, whose

particles have been constrained to be stationary due to the continuous influx

of particles from region 3, but are now no longer so constrained, disassembles.

The situation is as shown in Fig.3. In this figure the point M shows the

configuration as the reflected shock hits the radiation piston. It is the

point of minimum radius corresponding to maximum compression and the point

when according to this model pellet disassembly starts.

2. Energy and -pressure equations

Consider the energy in the system at the point of time represented

by M. The work done (per unit mass) W by the radiation piston on the

target [6] (assuming perfect coupling) in cortpressing the target from initial

is r

r o
t I 3-3

radius r to radius r

wtn

'

where p is the mass density, r the piston radius and the subscript m

denotes the quantity at the point of time M.

The plasma internal energy U is

(2)

where G is the Universal Gas Constant, W the molecule weight, X the

departure coefficient, T the plasma temperature and Y the specific heat

ratio.

At the time M, the plasma sphere has no directed kinetic energy,

so that, assuming no losses, we may put Ŵ  = Uffl and hence obtain the plasma

temperature at time M as
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Next we consider the pressure relationship at this time. The plasma

kinetic pressure P^ = (G/WjXp^T^ exceeds the radiation pressure P_ by

the reflected shock pressure jump factor f This gives us

T 3-3MO"*1

m

From Eqs,(3) sud (h) we obtain the combined energy and pressure

"balance condition as

Irs
Rdlr

(5)

Eq.{5) specifies the radius r at which the energy and pressure conditions

of Eqs.(3) and (k) are simultaneously met. In order to see the significance

of this balance condition ve consider here several simple radiation pulses.

Case 1: B = constant. Constant or square pulse radiation power

Take y = 5/3, for a fully ionized plasma. With R = B = constant,

Eq.(5) integrates to

(6)

and we may construct a table to gi_ve us the radius ratio and density ratio

k at auuciiiiUBL compression as a function of the reflected shockpm / p0
pressure ratio f as a parameter from 1 to 10.

rs

1

1.5

2
•)

It

5

6

10

k
m

0.67
0.5T
0. ^

o.k

0.33

0.39

0.35

0.17

Vpo
3.38
5.36
a

15.6

27.

1*2.9
6V

216
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It is instructive to follow values of the LHS function F. and RHS

function F of Eq.{5) as the conipression proceeds from k = 1. This is

normally computed during a trajectory computation, tut in this case since

this problem is teing solved without a trajectory computation ve indicate

these function values schematically in Fig.l* for the three cases f 1,

f = hrs and t = 10. In this figure the points M , and M, represent

and 7 , respectively, for the
Lthe intersection points of the curves F

a

of f = 1, f = It and f = 10. These points represent the points of

maximum compression^respectively for the three cases as expressed "by Eq,(5)»
It is seen that for a given pulse shape of R the compression depends

strongly on the value of f . von Guderley [7l has shown that the value of f
r s • • 37

near the point of reflection is typically about 6, It.5 and 3.5, respectively,

for planar, cylindrical and spherical shocks. We shall take th: /slue of
f = It for our consideration. Using this value of f for the case of
rs rs

square pulse radiation power, the radius ratio k is 0.33 corresponding

to a density ratio of 27.

Case 2: R - H (r-r )/(r -r, ) . Radiation power linearly rising with

deereasing r

For this case Eq.(5) integrates to

-*r
(7)

which for Y = 5/3 and fr(j = k gives

= 0.S and 125

Thus a rising radiation power during compression gives rise to greater

compression than a constant power. This is evident from an analysis of

Eq. (5) or the schematic of Fig.lt. It is also evident from Eq.(5) that a

pulse which rises faster than that of Case 2 vill produce even greater

compression.

Case 3: Dauble pulse. Both pulses of constant power; the second pulse has
n times the amplitude of the first pulse

The advantage of using a double pulse may be seen from Eq.(5).

Let us follow the functions FQ and

using constant power

F of Eq.{5) during a compression
Li

From Fig.lt ve have seen that for f = It the values
rs

of F,, and FT converge at k
R u

0.33. If as this point is approached, the



radiation power is stepped up to n times the amplitude ox the first pulss:

then the.convergence point of Fo and pT is shifted to a smaller value of

K u •

k as shown in Fig.5 where it is seen that a new balance point k < 0.33 is
established.

In practice because the reflected shook will have hit the piston

despite the sudden rise of piston power to nR , it is necessary for the
m

value of n to be greater than f^. We take the case of n = 6 ana assume

that when tne piston reaches k = \± where k ^ 0.33 the radiation power

is stepped up to 6 R^. Then when the reflected shock hits the piston, the

reflected shock is turned back towards the axis, reflects off the axis and

again moves towards the piston, hitting it with a pressure rise factor again

of four times the increased piston pressure of 6 R , Then a re-examination

of Eqs.(l)-('O for this situation shows that Eq..(5) now becomes

(8)

(9)

giving for y = 5.3, f = k, n = 6 and k, = 0.U:

so that we have k s 0.1T and p /p. = SOU, Thus this double pulse

technique has increased the density compression T-fold as compared with a

single pulse.

Case h: Double pulse. Both pulses linearly rising with decreasing r, the
second pulse with a. gradient a - 6 times that of the first pulse

In this case, switching the second pulse on when the piston has

reached k = 0.3 (noting from Case 2 that the balance point for the first

pulse only ia at It = 0.2) gives i. * 0.083 with corresponding density

ratio of 17501 a lU-fold increase in density compression when compared to

the single linear pulse.

III. Discussion

The above cases 'i-.ane bee*; TOSet 'or simplicity of interprelaHon

and of integration of E(j.{5) •.•5thont Lr-- j.'.eed to obtain the trajectory. In

an experimental situation the power pulse would be specified as a '"unction

• - 7 -

of time, ratliei1 than of radius, so that the computation .of F of Eq..(5)

would have to be done simultaneously vith the computation of the trajectory

r(t) as a function of time. For simplicity we may use a snowplow model

such as a

This equation normalizes to

l0

(10)

where k

where t

, t = t/t_,
j u

R/R- , with scaling parameter « = t .
u

would be associated with a characteristic time (for

time) of the radiation pulse and t is given by

—h 3 -3
For example taking a * 1, r = 10 m4 pQ = 10 kg m thsn ve have

t - t * lo K

(12)

(13)

where t may be interpreted as the characteristic time of the compression.

Some characteristic times and speeds are deduced from Eq.(13) as follows:

Rn(pulse peak power) t (characteristic compression rQ/t (characteristic
time) ^compression speed)

(Watt)

io 1 3

IO11*

io 1 5

io 1 6

( ns)

3

1

0.3

0.1

Us"1)

3 x 10

105

3 x 105

IO6

For a given radiation pulse R(t) , Eq..(ll) may he solved for selected

values or a. This equation by i tse l f gives a trajectory which goes to r = O,

a non-physical situation. However, with the concurrent use of Eq_. (5)> the

limit of the trajectory may be determined. A more rea l i s t ic model such as the

slug model may, of course, also be used.
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IV. COHCLUSIOM

The limits ;̂f rwrressioii for rriF^tietic drivers as veil as radiation

drivers »i '•- •I^i.eraiuee! Jjy energy and pressure considerations. The specific

onse of •_>• L ation driven pullet compress ion is cunsiderhd here, IPhe

radiatioi; ..;.: is ccr.ijidsrsd to interact with the pallet, s.3 a pieton driving

•i.:i strong :.'.'Ck. which upon convergence -it the centre reflects towards the

Niston with a pressure rise factor of U, Using this model an energy-pressure

/•il^i'v- ^cndltiai) i ; derived for the radius of ^aximijn noî XJreEjsion. The

i-iysica of this bal-i:ice condition is then demonstrated "by considering

several simple cases. These are summarised here:

minimum maximum density
radius ratio compression

H = const fj

r-r ,

p-ol̂ e

square pulse radiation power

poveT" li";eiirly rising

'Dower, ii = 6

3oubii= p'ilse; botl' vith l inearly r

power, n

0.33

0.2

0,06:-,

2T

rr.]h

IT 50

The r:":;JK'i i s ;;!;;.; Lt̂  -j.n-1 ^ i ' ; « ^ " ^ " i nsJ.p:r;!' i n t ; ; hlv? l.;. •••-..; ' i f

c o n p r t ' i i s i o n s.;i s i m p l y a ^ot^ditiofL s e t by ;-.n;:-g;- -i;.d MP_; : i i i r t 1:̂ ,1 : n c ^ , , '!'-•;(-•

n i i t h o d a l s o £.!.v^3 an i n d i j a t i o n nri tc : }:••.; - ' ?L?e ^ J j i i i t s aiay tae e x p e n d e d by

pii l^? 1 Khapin.^* T i; i s a p p l i c a b l e :;o pul^-..1 t-i !i;.;us o f a n y t ^ e . S i n c e tht:1

method assumes no losses and perfect pî LXij jovipling, any lories or

iaperfeation in coupling would ^ive lower ctiinpression ratios than thosft

indicated. Thus the method gives the grosa maxiniLiiii cCfflprassion for each

pulse shape. The method may easily ta extended to multiple pulse steps

of number greater than 2, vith consequent greater compressions.
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS

Fig.l Idealised representation of spherical compression of pellet by

radiation piston.

Fig.2 a) Imploding riidiK.tion piston driving a converging (forward)

shock, before the forward shock has hit Uia centre. Region A =

ambient pellet condition, region B = piston compressed (singly

shocked) condition.

b) Imploding radiation piston driving a diverging (reflected)

shock, after the forward shock has hit the centre. Region B =

singly shocked region, region C = doubly shocked region.

Trajectory of pellet compression showing regions A, B and C of

Fig.2.

Illustrating the convergence of function values F and FR of

Eq.(5) for a square pulse.

Fig.; Illustrating the effect of a stepped square pulse in shifting

the convergence point of functions F, and F to a. smaller

radius.
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radiation pressure
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pellet
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time

Fig.3

(a) initial geometry (b) maximum compression geometry
before disassembly

Fig.l

imploding radiation piston
imploding radiation piston
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Fig.2

Fig.lt
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